States increasingly are targeting unclaimed property as a way to gain additional sources of revenue to address their budget shortfalls. Unclaimed property is tangible or intangible property held by a company that has been abandoned or left unclaimed for a specific period of time, generally due to account inactivity or lack of contact with the owner.¹

Unclaimed property held by a company may include unclaimed payroll checks, outstanding vendor checks, supplier credits, accounts receivable credits, gift cards, rebates and customer deposits.² It also may include abandoned bank accounts or stock trading accounts, unpaid insurance claim payouts, unclaimed pension benefits, and real property such as valuables left in a safe deposit box.

Companies are required to report and remit unclaimed property to the state in which the owner lives, which then acts as the custodian until the property is claimed. All 50 states and the District of Columbia maintain “escheatment” laws that require the reporting and remittance of unclaimed property to the state.³ States make efforts to find the owners and return the property, but if no one comes forward to claim it, the property reverts to the state.

MORE STATES AUDITING FOR UNCLAIMED PROPERTY
Many states have stepped up their efforts to audit and acquire unclaimed property from companies. The states’ third-party auditors often are compensated on a contingent fee basis, so incentive can be high to estimate corporate liability and enforce compliance and remittance.⁴ Auditors tend to focus on a specific industry at a time, gaining knowledge and then leveraging it across several states. Industries under close scrutiny in recent years include property and casualty insurance, financial brokers and dealers, and manufacturing and distribution.⁵

Because compliance with unclaimed property laws historically has been overlooked, the look-back periods for audits can extend as far back as 25 years.⁶ Audits can extend across the multiple states in which a company does business. Unclaimed property audits can leave a company facing unexpected penalties and high payments if it is caught off guard and has not adequately prepared.

STEPS TO MITIGATE UNCLAIMED PROPERTY RISKS
With states’ increased interest in unclaimed property, companies are wise to take several steps to mitigate the financial and operational risks:

- **Identify areas of risk** — Being proactive and assessing areas of potential risk is the first step a company should take. The company’s outside accounting firm or finance department can determine which accounts are at risk and estimate the potential value of unclaimed property.
Unclaimed property audits can leave a company facing unexpected penalties and high payments if it is caught off guard and has not adequately prepared.

- **Institute policies and procedures** — Corporate policies and procedures that systematically locate missing owners, assist in returning funds and reconcile accounts can significantly reduce unclaimed property liability. These policies and procedures can reduce reporting requirements, provide audit defense documentation and decrease overall audit risk.

- **Assess potential financial risk** — Once procedures to assess risk are established, a company can ascertain potential risk for current and past unclaimed property claims by the state. A company’s accounting firm or a consultant can assist with uncovering and totaling the potential financial liability.

- **Consider voluntary disclosure agreements (VDAs)** — To proactively limit a company’s exposure to unclaimed property liability for the current and prior years, companies can enter a VDA with the state. Companies also may submit a “catch up” filing for any unclaimed property that was not escheated in past years.

- **Stay alert to new risk areas** — State auditors are continually finding new areas of unclaimed property liability. Trade associations often have literature on unclaimed property risk areas and advice on changing patterns, nuances and new areas of interest to state auditors.

- **Maintain an ongoing compliance process** — To mitigate risk and reduce financial claims by the states, unclaimed property reports should be filed annually and policies should be enforced as part of a company’s overall compliance plan. A compliance monitoring system can automatically assess risks and potential financial liability on an ongoing basis and assist in completing required filings.

To discuss these topics in more detail, please contact your PNC Relationship Manager.
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